PROGRAMS
2021-2022 National Club Achievement Competition
Category of Entry: Programs
INTRODUCTION
After a hiatus from virtual events with continued COVID restrictions, in the 2021-2022 year the Ad 2
Austin programs team looked to continue to leverage momentum and insights from virtual events from
last year while safely reintroducing in-person events. This proved to be tougher than expected, with new
COVID variants arising in the winter months, and continuous new restrictions and protocols for in-person
events. Despite these ever changing circumstances, the programs team planned to elevate our events by
providing new venues, introducing new sponsors and aligning with relevant topics to attract a more
diverse audience of both professionals and students. Our team’s flexibility allowed us to pivot to virtual
events vs. in-person as needed.
GOALS FOR THE 2021-2022 YEAR
One of Ad 2 Austin’s core purposes is to provide quality programming that fosters actively interested
membership, well-attended meetings and membership growth. To measure our success, we set out to
achieve 3 goals:
1. Implement more structure to tracking event success by setting attendance benchmarks for events,
goals for social engagement and % sign up to attendance rate.
2. Safely pivot back to in-person events after a year of virtual events, including expanding the 32
Under 32 event to an in-person event for the first time in club history.
3. Find ways to collaborate more closely with other committees by joining other team’s monthly
meetings and slack channels.
Our Goals for 2021 will be executed through the following annual and special events:
●

Bi-Monthly Happy Hours - Find safe ways to engage professional and inclusive ways to entice
student attendance as we make our way back to in-person events for networking.

●

Diversity Speaker Series: The Value of the Black Professional in Advertising Ft. Eric Collier Engage young professionals and students in the conversation about diversity in our industry.
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●

Education Speaker Series: The Building Blocks to a Successful Career ft. Jenifer Sarver - Entices
students in the area to attend our events by focusing on topics surrounding career development.

●

Annual Event: 32 Under 32 - Strive to set event attendance benchmarks and help fill the elevated
venue by pushing submissions for nominees given previous events have been virtual.

Bi-Monthly Happy Hours
Event Details: The programs team reached out to over 15 venues in efforts to lock in locations for our
sponsored happy hours for the year, including YETI, Radio Coffee Bar and Brew & Brew. Our first
happy hour in July was hosted at Native Hostel which provided a central location for all invited as well
as helped us save on costs given there was no fee to secure the location. We collaborated with the Ad 2
Austin communications team by crafting a brief for assets and aligning on timelines for delivery (Exhibit
1) and rallied the sponsorship team to help us find sponsors for the event. Our sponsors provided free
drinks to the first 25 attendees at the event. For our happy hours, we wanted to target not just young
professionals who are part of advertising agencies across Austin, but also those in adjacent career fields
like public relations, communications and marketing.
Method of Promotion: We promoted our happy hours heavily on social media across Facebook,
Instagram and LinkedIn in order to drive registrations prior to the event via an Eventbrite link (Exhibit
2). Our comms team did a great job designing multiple options of graphics to select from for our happy
hours (Exhibit 3). We posted on Facebook, Instagram and LinkedIn 12 times across the 4 happy hours.
We sent 2 emails per event to Ad 2 Austin’s and AAF Austin’s email lists. We also had board members
share on their personal social media accounts to promote registration on the Eventbrite link.
Execution: Upon arrival, our team set up a check in our table with appropriate sponsor branding. We
provided drink tickets to the first 25 attendees and had name tags available at check in. We tracked
emails and names of attendees in order to add them to our outreach lists. And after the events, we sent a
follow up survey to garner feedback from attendees for future events.
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Results: Our first happy set a new standard for the year, as we ventured back into in-person events after
a year of virtual events for Ad 2 Austin. We had 65 registrations, and of those 30 attendees, giving us a
46% turnout rate. Previous year event average attendance was between 46-60 people, showing that we
had a good turnout for our first event. The event was well received and both students and professionals
were eager to network; we even had one of our attendees land a job because of the event!
Leading into our second happy hour, we wanted to host the event at a coffee bar so that underaged
students didn’t feel excluded from the event. We hosted at Radio Coffee Bar and had 12 attendees.
Although not as successful as the first happy hour, it was good to see more students attend, but we
quickly understood we were still feeling the impacts of COVID. We also only promoted our second
happy hour two days before impacting registrations and attendance. Our second happy hour was also
two days after the AAF Big Wigs event (Exhibit 4), which proved to impact attendance. Moving forward
we recommended to the team that we space out our events to be at a minimum only one event per week.
With the above learnings from our happy hours in mind, and results from a survey we sent to members
(Exhibit 5), while keeping a close eye on updates with growing COVID numbers, we pivoted our focus
for the second half of year to education events.
Diversity Speaker Series: The Value of the Black Professional in Advertising Ft. Eric Collier
Event Details: Hosted by Jarrett Way, Content & Digital Marketing Manager at Mighty Citizen, Ad 2
Austin was excited to welcome Eric Collier for our diversity speaker series. We engaged in a
conversation about his career, experience, and expertise while discussing the value of Black
professionals in the industry. At the end, attendees also had the opportunity to participate in a Q&A. We
chose to host the event at the Austin Public Library to maximize inclusion of students, and to give
attendees exposure to our beautiful library!
About Our Speaker: Eric is in the business of personal and professional transformation. He is the
President & CEO of Bottom Line Solutions and has changed many lives through his work as a Personal
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and Professional Transformation Coach. He also serves as the board president of E4 Youth. Eric believes
you can meet all of life’s challenges with calmness, determination, and enthusiasm; that you can bring
mastery over whatever circumstances you encounter, and that you can live a transformed life—with
complete satisfaction and fulfillment in your relationships and your work.
Method of Promotion: We promoted the speaker series similar to our happy hours via social channels
and organic outreach to urge people to sign up via the Eventbrite link (Exhibit 6). We posted on
Facebook two times per week over two weeks leading up to the event. This proved to be a good learning
for promotion, as attendance was less than our first happy hour when we had more posts over a longer
amount of time.
Results: We had 22 registrations, and of those 20 attendees, giving us a 91% turnout rate! Attendees
were engaged and fostered a good flow of conversation and Q&A throughout the event.
Education Speaker Series: The Building Blocks to a Successful Career ft. Jenifer Sarver
Event Details: Every professional experience – good and bad – is a building block for your life and your
career. It’s what you choose to take from those experiences and how you mold them together that
determine the shape your career will take. In this session, Jenifer Sarver shared lessons learned from a
career that has taken her from a modest upbringing in the Rio Grande Valley to a thriving career that has
allowed her to visit 48 countries, work with world leaders and take on professional challenges that fulfill
her mind and soul. She gave practical tips for young professionals on building their personal brand and
shared stories from her own personal journey.
About Our Speaker: Jenifer loves stories and helping people develop and tell theirs. At Sarver
Strategies, she works with corporate and nonprofit clients to develop their story – and then train them to
effectively tell it. She is a sought-after corporate coach, working with executives and their teams to build
and refine their communication skills. She leads classes, workshops and one-on-one sessions on media
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training, advocacy and engagement, public speaking, executive presence and virtual engagement. She
brings more than two decades of professional experience in the corporate, nonprofit and political worlds
to bear on behalf of her clients. She is passionate about civic engagement, promoting civil discourse and
helping more women get elected to public office. In 2018, Jenifer came in fifth in an 18-way Primary for
the 21st Congressional District in Texas. She continues to use lessons learned and firsthand experiences
from that campaign to help encourage and promote others.
Method of Promotion: We promoted the speaker series via social channels and organic outreach to urge
people to sign up via the Eventbrite link.We posted on Facebook two times per week over two weeks
leading up to the event (Exhibit 7).
Results: Although we promoted the event in a similar fashion to the diversity speaker event, we saw
about half as many attendees - one reason being that the events were within the same weeks (Tuesday
and Thursday). As we saw with the happy hours, when two AAF/Ad 2 Austin events were held in the
same week, the second event had about half as many attendees.
Education Series: Ad 2 Connect
Event Details: Ad 2 Austin, Ad 2 Dallas, and AAF Texas State collaborated together for an event with
the goal of educating college students on the transition after graduating and the various paths in the
industry, this event was equipped with several speakers who imparted their wisdom and expertise in
advertising. The event had a total of 5 panelists that spoke about topics ranging from Account/Project
Management, Strategy, Creative, SEO/Web and Social Media Management. From there, the group
would have breakout groups where students could jump and ask questions to different professionals in
the Dallas and Austin area (Exhibit 8).
Method of Promotion: Both Ad 2 clubs collaborated with each other to post to their social networks
(Exhibit 9). We also boosted the event directly to students via the Texas State Advertising Club
professor and president.
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Results: The event was wildly successful with 69 registrations, 60 attendees, and high engagement
with students. Afterwards, the Ad 2 president who spoke had experienced huge engagement with
students from Texas State (Exhibit 10).
Annual Event: 32 Under 32
Event Details: The 32 Under 32 event honors the top 32 advertising professionals under the age of 32 in
the Austin area as nominated and voted for by their peers. Each year we get to recognize young
professionals from many different disciplines in advertising – account service, creative, strategy, media,
production, and more. Judging will be done by a couple of senior professionals. The target audience of
32 Under 32 is advertising professionals under the age of 32 in all disciplines of advertising. This year
we engaged more industries by branching out to local public relations and marketing agencies, with a
focus on outreach to our corporate sponsorships/members.
We want this year’s Ad 2 Austin 32 under 32 event to steal the spotlight and make our guests feel like
movie stars with a Hollywood-themed event hosted by the Austin Film Society. The glitz and glamor of
the Hollywood theme set a stage perfect for an awards night such as 32 under 32. We want everyone
there to feel as if they are on the red carpet for a big-budget, star-studded, movie premier, or backstage at
an exclusive Oscar’s party. And with that, we kicked off our comms team with some design ideas to start
posting to recruit sponsors for the event (Exhibit 11).
Execution: The team secured the venue first, locking in a contract with the Austin Film Society after
touring the space in-person (Exhibit 12). We are continuing to keep tabs with updated restrictions as
COVID updates continue to evolve throughout the year (Exhibit 13) and are considering a backup
location (the Austin Public Library) as we solidified our budgets and expectations for attendance.
As the event approaches, the team is meeting twice a week to ensure all pieces for the program across
teams are tracking to the deadlines put in place. Members from the executive team, programs,
sponsorship, membership, and comms all took on roles and responsibilities (Exhibit 14).
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Projections: With the last 32 Under 32 being a virtual event, it’s hard to predict how many attendees can
expect in person. We anticipate responses for nominations will be a good gauge and because we have
backup locations have built in ways to pivot the size of the event to a smaller scale if needed. We are also
cautious of budget implications, as we want to ensure we break even at a minimum on an in-person event.
Luckily, we have six different companies interested in sponsoring which will allow us to to guarantee
some of the costs be covered, like the bar tab, food and decorations.
CONCLUSION
Although the year wasn’t as we envisioned at the beginning of the year, we learned to pivot between
in-person events and virtual, as well as the types of programs we put on to increase the value toward the
future of the club. We learned that the way we space out our events on the calendar impacts our overall
involvement, and that ample time for promotion was crucial to our success. Ad 2 Austin is excited to see
how the 32 Under 32 event comes to fruition, and the learnings we will take forward into the future from
all the programs we have put on throughout the year!
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